Go virtual and identify potential around the world faster.

SHL puts candidates and employees in the same room as your assessors, even if they are on different continents.

Our virtual assessment & development centers are a faster, greener and more inclusive way of identifying the potential of your people.

From when they first join your business to when they lead it.

Talent in innovation, innovation in talent.
SHL's virtual assessment & development centers include video assessment, inbox simulators, the market-leading OPQ, award-winning cognitive suite Verify Interactive and much more - helping you to identify potential around the world faster.

For your people
People first, innovative, inclusive.

A comfortable, ready-to-go environment.
1-2-1 live interaction with an assessor. No awkward waiting room silences and no delay in identifying potential.

Bye-bye pen and paper, hello virtual.
Let people demonstrate ability with applications they use in the real world and provide a superior participant experience.

The inclusive experience.
Assessments can be taken at your people’s convenience, with no exclusions by inability to travel. Power to your people.

For your business
Green, customizable, scalable.

Save on time, cash and emissions.
Why fly around the world when you can run assessment centers virtually? Healthier for your wallet, your time and the planet.

Modular assessment that delivers real outcomes.
Configure assessments exactly how you need them without compromising on predictive power. Our numbers speak louder than words.

To infinity and beyond.
Deliver at scale to an unlimited number of people, wherever they are based. We deploy in weeks.

Schedule a demo now at www.shl.com/virtualcenters